
p illés du Miles offre € 

To Quin Shea from Harold Weisberg, reur 10/22/99 10/25/79 
J?K recoris, records removed, "Chahged To” 

That you respond to my letter of this August while igoring appeals going back 

more than a decade is in itself interesting. There is the sugrestion that you select 

for response what enables you to put a defense of the FHI on paper. As you are avare, 

there are multitudinous specific appeals about which you have done nothing. Sone 

would have required less tine and effort than checking out what you did check, 

records given to you by the FA is K "there is no real connection with the subject." 

If you and your staff were as familiar with the Fil's records as I am you would 

be well aware that by this standard most of the records provided to me would either 

have been changed to another file or would not exist to begin with. 

Just yeeteniay, along with much other paper having to do with insane assyluns 
and their inmates, I cane acerosa recomis relating to an insane person's dreams 
about Bary Goldwater. It remains in the file, along with an ineredible amount of 
detailed and extensive checking out of the utterly irrational and obviously insane, 

Along with this there is the totally irelevant, which is far aud away a more exten< 

sive part of the large flle than actual details of the assassination. 

4 pave seen nore relating to a Hominy, Qiclahoma, howendte, Shirley Martin, than 
* have to anything relating to the shooting. 

There is much more about peoples’ dreams and viaions than there is on the 

nedigal evidence,of which there is little. And that neither dependable nor complete. 

The Directorhs special list, an appeal you have ignored, was heavy on the nutty, 

and by this I do not mean that he was nutty. 

The Ful is not stupid. +ts answer te everything is statistics. It compiles 

and misuses statistios, as how many interviews it conducted. But nobody ever has 
& chanos to know what interviews. It then, when forced to do what it avoided doing, 

creates phoney papsr with «hich to cover itself. Se it was not by accident that all 

of what can now be described as irrelevant Was originally included in the file, Once



these phoney statistics were compiled ani misused and there was any review od the 

file it way well have been that soseone regarded such records as the one of many to 

which you refer as ixrelevani.e But removing such records fron this file wes not the 

Proper course and ia inconsistent with the practise in most cases, of leaving the 

record where it was, as part of the Fil's statistical base. A copy could have been 

placed in another file, the usual practice, 

If not aleo prbor to writing you about another matter on 8/7/79, and you do not 

respond to that other matter, then subsequently I came accross many other such cases 

of renovale frou the uain filea, Sone will be enclosed with this, for pursuant to 

your request ~ held off mailing appeals to you. There are so many instances i have 

You lose sight of the fact that there is interest in the Fil's record in its 

investigation of the ascaselnation as well as in detaile of the assassination itvelf. 

There thos is considerable interest in how end whet the FRE filed as relevant to the 

assassination, particularly because it waan't. 

You are also aware that 1 have been forced into a public rele in this matter 

by the Departeent end the courte. I therefore am compelled to ap,eal metiexa that 

are of little or no personal interest te me in my om work. These “Changed Tos" 

are of much less interest te me than the many appeals on which you have not acted. 

tou say thet the documents relate to “an umenteessful recuest by a Colorado 

nevacasteress” Who judges the relevance, in subjectmtter cartext, in the context 

of interest in what the PU did, of “an unsuecesful request"? Why is my initial ~ and 

StL) umsucceseful request ~ relevant and kis not relevant? “ine end mich that is 

defomatory was released in this Pile relating to me. A great anout was released 

pertsining to Paul Boch's requeste. Why ours and not gli the others? 

I believe the YEi's refusals are relewent and should be disclosed as part of the 

historical record. Also, I'd appreciate response to the matters about which 1 wrote 

you, illuminating/it by the four "Changed To" sheets.



Postecript, 80 you won't have to take time to retrieve the records: 

The matter was the Dallas bulkiess You accepted, unquestioningly, the FBI's 

_ explanation which + find dees not explain the absence of records thet should be in 

them and I did not find in them, Some are involved in litigation and have bot been 

provide:i., 

i believe I sent you,relating to this, records showing the existence of what 

i aid not find. 

Scientific tests were made, relating to the agsassination, but I do not have 

the results, 

In one case of which + imow I also de not have a record in what was provided 

of even the making of the test. My information is solid. I imow who made what test 

| and why. The results had to be uncongenial to the FBI's precencestion of the crime. 

On 8/7 I did inform you that the explanation given to you for the absence of 

recerds from the Dalles bulicies is inconsistent with PBI practise, ss illustrated by 

what 4 had just seen after getting your letter, these four "Changed To" sheets. 1 

imow of no departures from this practise save what I appealed.


